Chemical Safety Contract

All Chemical Demonstrators and Workshop Presenters whose workshops involve chemicals must send a signed copy of the following Chemical Safety Contract:

______ ACS Guidelines for Safe Chemical Workshops and Demonstrations
I have a professional knowledge of the safety guidelines of the American Chemical Society for the safe handling of chemicals and other potentially hazardous materials while presenting workshop activities, and I agree to abide by them. (Initial on line above.)

______ Guidelines for transportation storage, preparation presentation and disposal of chemicals at BCCE
I read the statement regarding the transportation, storage, preparation, presentation, and disposal of chemicals to be used at 23rd BCCE and will ab ide by all rules therein. (Initial on line above.)

______ Chemical Workshops - Required Documentation
I read the list of required documentation and will send all applicable documents by the deadlines specified. (Initial on line above.)

______ Lab Safety Rules and Regulations
I am familiar with and have been trained on lab safety procedures consistent with OSHA's Lab Safety Standard (29CFR 1910.1450) and any other rules or regulations specific to the demonstrations that I have proposed. I have reviewed ND's policies and procedures for safe work in laboratories, including critical selections from its Chemical Hygiene Plan (riskmanagement.nd.edu/laboratory-safety).

______ I will attend a safety briefing at ND at 5 pm on either Saturday, 28 July 2018 or Sunday, 29 July 2018.

Name ________________________________ (print name)
Affiliation ________________________________
Signature ________________________________ Date __________________

Please return via
FAX: (574) 631 - 6652 : Attention DeeAnne Goodenough
E - Mail : BCCE2018@nd.edu
Mail : DeeAnne Goodenough c/o 25th BCCE Workshop Chair, 236 Jordan Hall, Notre Dame, IN 46556